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- ABSTRACT 

The researcher has done a project on the new technology of 

stereolithography (SLA). This technology uses a 3-D model of a part 

to rapidly produce a prototype part using a laser to solidify a 

liquid resin. This procedure gives the customer the chance to see 

a product in hours instead of months. The material, however, is too 

brittle for tests that involve stress on the part to be conducted. 

It was the intent of the research project to find the right 

combination of cure time and variable settings which would yield 

the maximum strength of the material. Since the project was for 

Delco Remy, the researcher compared a GM resin with a suggested 

resin from the SLA manufacturer. Because of understandable reasons 

with competition in the automotive industry, the actual names of 

the resins have been withheld from the report. ASTM test standards 

were used in the tests that were conducted. 
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CHAPTER 1 

C:OMPANY HISTORY AND INTRODUCTION OF PROBLEM 

INTRODUCTION 

Way back before the turn of the century, Frank and Perry Remy 

had an idea. The idea of establishing a home wiring business, the 

Remy Electric Company. The Remy brothers set up shop in Anderson, 

Indiana and began to have other ideas. Capitalizing on the fact 

that eleven of the nation's earliest car manufacturers were in 

Anderson, the Remy brothers soon changed their focus to that of 

supplying magnetos to the rapidly growing auto industry. As the 

industry grE!W, the magnetos became obsolete. The Remys saw a need 

to adapt and they did. In 1911, the first cranking motor was 

produced. Shortly thereafter, the company's product line was 

expanded to include battery ignitions, cranking motors, generators, 

and distributors. In 1926, the Remy Electric Company, now a 

division of General Motors, consolidated with the Dayton 

Engineering Laboratories Company (Delco) and became Delco-Remy. The 

once bitter rivals now become one and the production of batteries 

soon began. Because of the enormous competition in the automobile 

industry today, Delco Remy has had to stay abreast of all the new 

technology that has come along, in order to use that technology to 

their advantage. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 

One of the newest and most exciting technological advances to 

come along is stereolithography. This device utilizes a computer 

controlled laser to solidify a liquid polymer material as directed 

by a three dimensional model. Recently, Delco Remy purchased an SLA 

machine and are now trying to produce parts to assist in the 

layout, desiHn, and functionality of plastic parts. However, these 

parts are too brittle to be put under stress. It was the intent of 

this study to examine two liquid resins: the first was a GM resin; 

the second was recommended by the manufacturer of the 

stereolithography machine. To compare the physical and mechanical 

propertiBs and determine how to maximize the strength of the two 

resins. The researcher looked at tensile strength, displacement of 

material, stress at break point, strain, and elongation. 

PURPOSE OF STUDY 

By conducting the study, information was intended to be gained 

to assist in the design stage of a part so that the cost of a 

design can be decreased. The greatest costs for new parts in the 

automotive industry are in the design and testing phase due to 

redeSign of the part before final approval. Seventy percent of the 

total cost of a part comes from the design phase, which is usually 

only 5 percemt of the budget for the part. By using the SLA 

technology, this costly step in the process is intended to by 

decreased, since the SLA machine can produce a part for a fraction 

of the cost of designing tooling to produce the same shaped part. 
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LIMITATIONS 

There were several limitations to the study. The most 

prominent was the availability of the machines at Delco Remy in the 

times that the researcher needed their use. Delco Remy used the SLA 

equipment regularly. Also the physical test machines were scheduled 

for work as they were needed by engineers. Other limitations were 

the limited time the researcher had to devote to the project 

because of a 17 hour class load and a 20 hour work load per week 

during the second semester. A set back from the start was the heart 

attack of Dick VanSkyock since he was to assist in the research. 

HYPOTHESIS 

1. There will be no significant difference in the tensile 

strength between the GM material and the manufacturers material 

using the ASTM D638 test with the Instron tester in the Delco Rerny 

physical test lab. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

RESEARCH 
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Wi th eme.rging prototyping methods, both designers and 

manufacturing engineers can see and hold physical models of part 

designs in hours instead of weeks. They can spot and fix flaws 

fast. At 1eaelt 16 different systems are in development l
, Most 

rapid protot~'ping systems use a layer manufacturing process. They 

electronically divide a 3-D CAD model of a part into thin 

horizontal cross sections and then transform the design, layer by 

layer, into a physical model. 3-D Systems Inc., the first firm to 

offer a production system, has already sold more than 240 of its 

StereoLi thog:r:aphy Apparatus (SLA)l. 

Stereollthography combines four technologies: laser, optical 

scanning, chemistry, and software. The first step is to create a 

3-D solid mOI::'lel in a CAD system. Next the CAD model is converted 

into a fClrmat the SLA can read, The SLA slice computer divides the 

file intc:) cross sections that range from 0.005 to 0.30" thick3
• 

The data representing each layer is used to control a beam of 

ultraviolet light that draws the shape of that layer onto the 

surface c:)f a bath of photosensitive resin. The resin solidifies 

wherever the light strikes, resulting in a solid layer of the CAD 

design. SucceSSive printings of cross sections, each adhering to 

the preceding layer, create a part. Postcuring involves applying 

intense long wave UV light to solidify the uncured liquid trapped 

in the honey-comb like part cavities. A secondary operation is to 

heat treat t:he prototype part to try to strengthen the part. 
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Although stereolithography can provide a bonanza of benefits 

for companies, the system has some limitations. These include size 

limitations,limited resolution, possible warpage and shrinkage, 

and most importantly, material brittleness. The latter is what the 

researcher is looking to try to maximize the material strength. 

The SLA machines use different types of materials depending 

on their SiZE~. Most, however, are an acrylic polymer of some type 

which becomes hard but brittle after solidifying. This is a major 

limitation in doing testing on a designed part. Also, when the cost 

of material is addressed at $300-$350 per gallon one can see why 

a more durable material is desired. A "more durable polymer" was 

ranked at: thE~ top of most-wanted-improvement list by customers4
• 

Also, a more fluid polymer needs developed, because the current 

material has the consistency of molasses making cleaning the tank 

between chant:;reover a time consuming effort. 
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PROPQSAL FOR SOLVING PROBLEM 

DESCRIPTION 
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To solve the brittleness problem of the resin the researcher 

wanted to examine how the different settings on the SLA machine 

would ef.fect the tensile strength of the material. The steps 

involved in doing the research were to run the SLA machine making 

tensile test bars with different variable settings on the machine, 

and cure them for different lengths of time. Then test the samples, 

plot the data, and analyze the results. Next, change the material 

in the SLA machine and run the same variable changes on the GM 

resin. Lastly, compare the results of the resins to each other as 

well as finding the best settings for that specific resin. The 

variables that were looked were the following: 

1. The X-hatch spacing was ran at .28 millimeters, which is 

the system default, then it was ran at .50 millimeters. 

This variable speci fies the distance between cross section 

vectors drawn parallel to the X axis. 

2. The Y-hatch spacing was ran at .28 millimeters, which is 

the system default, then it was ran at .50 millimeters. 

This variable specifies the distance between cross section 

vectors drawn parallel to the Y axis. 

3. The X and Y skin fill was set with one at .1 millimeters 

anCl the other at zero. Then the values were reversed to 

lonk at the effect of how the laser solidifies the part. 

The! skin fill specifies the distance between skin fill 

vectors drawn parallel to the X and Y axis respectively. 
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With the value set at zero the SLA machine generates no 

skin fill vectors in that direction. 
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4. The cure time was changed from the setting of 99 minutes, 

which Delco Remy had used as a default since that was as 

long as the timer on the UV machine could be set at one 

time, to 45 minutes to examine the effect the time in the 

cure stage had on the parts. 

5. The delay time was also looked at. This is the time the 

parts sat at ambient room temperature before they were put 

into the UV machine. At Delco Remy the parts will be ran 

during lab hours in which a technician can immediately put 

them in the UV oven or the parts are ran during the 

evening causing the parts to be exposed to room 

temperature for approximately 14 hours. Therefore the 

researcher choose zero and 14 hours for the two setting on 

delay time. 

TESTS NEEDED 

The test needed to complete this project was the tensile 

strength test. The test was conducted at Delco Remy under the same 

condi tions using the same machine for the test. The Istron tensi Ie 

tester was used to test all the samples, so the same software was 

used to eliminate as much possible error as the researcher could. 
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TEST MATRIX 

The test population for each group was six tensile test bars. 

The SLA machine's capacity was theoretically a 10 inch cube, and 

six test bars were all the machine could produce in one run. A 

single run to produce a test group would take three and a half 

hours plus the cure time. There were seven groups made for each 

resin tested. Each group had one or two variables changed from the 

two Delco Remy normal SLA settings. For convenience the test groups 

will be referred to as group A through group N. The following test 

matrix shows the variables of each test group. For additional 

information on the test groups see the computer printouts of the 

settings for each group in appendix B. 

Grou Y Hatei X Skin Fill! Y Skin Filll Cure Tim Delay 

A .28 MM .28 MM .10 MM I 0.00 Min 0 Hrs MM 99.9 
B .28 MM .28 MM i .10 MM 0.00 MM I 99.9 Min 14 Hrs 
C .28 MM .28 MM i .10 MM 0.00 MM 45.0 Min 0 Hrs 
D .28 MM .28 MM I .10 MM 0.00 MM 45.0 Min 14 Hrs 
E .28 MM .28 MM 0.00 MM 0.10 MM 99.9 Min 0 Hrs 
F .50 MM .28 MM .10 MM 0.00 MM 99.9 Min 0 Hrs 
G .28 MM .50 MM .10 MM 0.00 MM 99.9 Min 0 Hrs 

H .28 MM .28 MM .10 MM 0.00 MM 99.9 Min 0 Hrs 
I .28 MM .28 MM .10 MM 0.00 MM 99.9 Min 14 Hrs 
J .28 MM .28 MM .10 MM 0.00 MM 45.0 Min 0 Hrs 
K .28 MM .28 MM .10 MM 0.00 MM 45.0 Min 14 Hrs 
L .28 MM .28 MM 0.00 MM 0.10 MM 99.9 Min 0 Hrs 
M .50 MM .28 MM .10 MM 0.00 MM 99.9 Min 0 Hrs 
N .28 MM .50 MM .10 MM 0.00 MM 99.9 Min 0 Hrs 

Groups A through G were the test samples for the GM resin. 

Groups H through N were the test samples for the resin suggested by 

the SLA machine manufacturer. 



CHAPTER 4 

PROCEDURES 

TEST METHODS 

The evaluation of the test specimens were conducted in 

accordance wlth ASTM guidelines. The method of testing was: 

1) The tensile strength test (ASTM D638) 

This method was used to measure the physical characteristics 
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of the materials used. Specifically, to monitor the force 

necessary to pull the specimens apart, the amount that the material 

stretched before breaking. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

To solve the problem, the researcher divided the problem 

into seVI,m phases. They were the following: 

1) Review the SLA machine and materials 

2) Prepare the SLA machine to run the GM material 

3) Run test samples and cure for different lengths of time 

4) Test specimens to find optimum results 

5) Run the control situation (GM material) 

6) Run the experimental situation (3-D material) 

7) Test and evaluate the specimens 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

One variable that the researcher had no control over was the 

laser po'wer of the SLA machine. The value varied from 9 to 21 mw. 

It would be interesting to see the relationship of the power value 

to the conSistency of the parts. The laser loses power as the 

hours of USE~ bui ld up, then is strengthened by a set of commands. 



CHAPTER 5 

FINDINGS 

RESULTS 
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The results will be examined two ways. The first will be the 

different groups of the same resin will be compared and then the 

two resins will be compared to each other. Due to confidential 

information related to other experiments, the names of the resins 

will not be used in the reporting of the results. Therefore, the 

researcher will call them the GM resin and the 3-D resin, since 3-D 

Systems suggested the other resin. 

The setup sheets are found in appendix B. The first column of 

each sheet can be ignored because it is for the support structure 

and has no bearing on the tensile test bars or the data collected. 

Groups A,B,H and I were the basic setting Delco Remy had been using 

before any experimentation. Groups A and H have the same settings 

the only difference was the material used. The same was true for 

groups B and I. Also in appendix B, there is the data collected 

for each test group from the tensile test with information on all 

the areas moni tored wi th the mean, standard deviation, minimum, and 

maximum values displayed for each area. A single plot for each 

group is also found in appendix B which acts as an example for the 

group. 

The GM resin Groups stretched between .0441 (Group F) and 

.1109 (Group A) inches. This is a fairly small amount to stretch 

before breaking. The peak load ranged from 322 pounds (Group C) 

to 540 pound (Groups F). The peak stress on the material was 

between 3748 psi (Group C) and 6616 psi (Group F). The tensile 



strength ranged from 1,740,000 psi (Group C) to 3,268,000 psi 

(Group F). 
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The 3-D resin Groups stretched from .2088 inches (Group K) and 

.3297 inches (Group J). The peak load varied from 242 pounds 

(Group K) to 286 pounds (Group H). The peak stress was between 

3050 psi (Group K) and 3776 psi (Group H). The tensile strength 

varied 569,800 psi (Group I) and 1,724,000 psi (Group L). 

CONCLUSIONS 

It was apparent that by changing the settings the groups were 

very different. For all the GM resins, Group C seemed to be the 

worst. It was the lowest in peak load and stress as well as 

tensile strength. This group was the same as the basic settings 

except for the cure time which was half of the standard time. The 

best group from the aspect of tensile strength and peak load was 

Group F. This group used a Y-Hatch setting of .5 instead of .28 

which was the normal setting. 

For the 3-D resin, it was difficult to find a clearly best and 

worst group because the data was so close to each other from group 

to group. Group K was the lowest in stretch, peak load, and peak 

stress. This group had a 14 hour delay and a cure time of 45 

minutes. Group H was the highest in peak load and peak stress and 

was in the mid-range for the tensile strength. Group H was a 

normal setting that Delco Remy used regularly. 

SUGGESTIONS 

The major differences seen in the two materials were the 

tensile strength and the displacement. It would be ideal to use 
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the GM resin for parts which need higher tensile strengths and the 

3-D resin for parts that need to be able to flex and stretch a 

greater amount. The setup for Group F produced the greatest 

tensile strength while Group J let the material stretch the largest 

amount. Due to the time involved to change the materials in the 

SLA machine it is impractical to change the material every time the 

other material is needed. The perfect situation would allow for 

quick interchangeable resin containers that would allow the resin 

to be changed in minutes instead of hours, but as of now there is 

no such system available. 

The researcher understands that GM would rather use their own 

resin all the time. but when the tensile strength is compared along 

with the ability to stretch, the GM material is found not to be 

ideal for every situation. Also by looking at the totals for all 

the groups. the 3-D resin data is much more consistent than the GM 

resin. The standard deviations on the 3-D resin were much lower 

making the material more predictable. 
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CHAPTER 6 

BUDGET 

Reauested From BSU 

Supplies/Mat'erials :. 

4- 5 1/4 floppy disks 
2 gallons of material 

Equipment: 

40 hours of SLA machine 
@ $50/hour 

10 hours of test equip. 
@ $30/ho1.lr 

Travel: 

15 trips to Delco 
Remy @ 50 miles 
R.T. @ .25/mile 

PROJECT TOTALS: 

$6.00 

$187.00 

$193.50 

Delco Remv 

$600.00 

$2000.00 

$300.00 

$2900.00 

Total 

$6.00 
$600.00 
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$2000.00 

$300.00 

$3093.00 
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APPENDIX A 

Robbie Caudill 
3905 North Chadam Lane 
Apartment 2-D 
Muncie, Indiana 47304 
7A'7_A'''''''''' 
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Friday March 20,1992 

Mr. Steve Riley 
Manager Process Engineer 
Delco Remy: 18-214 
Anderson, Indiana 46018 

Mr. Riley, 

Robbie Caudill 
3905 North Chadam Lane 
Apartment 2-D 
Muncie, Indiana 47304 
747-4120 

I am sending you this letter to extend to you my gratitude for 

all you havE! done for me on my senior project. I thank you for 

letting me use your facility and ~quipment. I also thank you for 

all the literature you have shared with me about stereolithography. 

I am sure the information gathered from our experiment wi 11 benefi t 

your future use of the SLA resins. 

I appreciate the support and direction that you have gave me 

during the past several months. Thanks again! 

Sincerely, 

Robbie Caudill 
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Friday March 20,1992 

Mr. Bill Johnson 
Physical Test Lab Technician 
Delco Remy: 18-12 
Anderson, Indiana 46018 

Mr. Johnson, 

Robbie Caudill 
3905 North Chadam Lane 
Apartment 2-D 
Muncie, Indiana 47304 
747-4120 

I would like to take this time to say thank you for the help 

you gave me during my senior research project with the 

stereolithography resins. I appreciate the use of the Instron 

tensile test machine, as well as being so flexible about working me 

into the schedule to break the parts. I thank you for the 

information shared with me concerning tensile strength and proper 

testing procedures. Again, thank you very much! 

Sincerely, 

Robbie Caudill 
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Friday March 20,1992 

Mr. Bob Claypool 
Manufacture Engineer/SLA Technician 
Delco ReIDY: 18-l6F 
Anderson, Indiana 46018 

Mr. Claypool, 

Robbie Caudill 
3905 North Chadam Lane 
Apartment 2-D 
Muncie, Indiana 47304 
747-4120 

This letter is to recognize and commend your importance to 

my senior project. Without your help the project would have been 

impossible. I thank you for all you have done in having the parts 

ran in the stereolithography machine. Thanks again for all your 

help over that past months. 

Sincerely, 

Robbie Caudill 



PRODUCT DATA SHEf:r SLA-250 

STEREOLITHOGRAPHY APPARATUS 

Stereo Lithography, a process of creating three-dimensional plastic parts from 
CAD/CAM/CAE data, combines four technologies: laser, optical scanning, 
chemistry, and software. 

Three-dimensional CAD/CAM/CAE data is processed to yield a series of cross 
sections by the SLA software. A HeCd laser generates an ultraviolet (UV) beam, 
which is moved across the surface of a vat of liquid photopolymer by a 
computer-controlled optical scanning system. The laser, as it draws each cross 
section, changes the liquid into a solid. A vertical elevator system lowers the 
newly-formed layer, while a recoating and leveling system establishes the next 
layer's thickness. Successive cross sections are built layer by layer, one on top of 
another, to form the complete Object. 

Fully automatic and unattended part building 

Patented technology that interfaces with most popular CAD/CAM/CAE systems 

Builds complex shapes, including interior features 

Has applications in many industries including automotive, aerospace, consumer 
products, electronic, computer, and medical 

Reduces time to market by accelerating the process of conceptual design and 
prototyping 

Allows manufacturing to create first articles for producibility studies, tool and fixture 
design, and patterns for casting 

Applications include conceptual designs, prototypes, and castings 

Creates 
three-dimensional 
plastic parts from 
CAD/CAM/CAE 

data in a matter of 
hours, without 

tooling. 



OP11CAL 

LASER 

SCANNING SYSTEM 

ELEVATOR SYSTEM 

VAT 

RECOAl1NG 
SYSTEM 

LEVEUNG 
SYSTEM 

CONTROL SYSTEM 

Software 

SUCE COMPUTER 

Software 

ENVIRONMENT 

. 3D Systems, Inc" 
',.. 26081 Avenue Hall 

~
- '. Valencia, CA 91355 

':-:'~ . (805) 295-5600 
,; .. ; FAX (805) 257-1200 

lii~jc::. -, :~~.c;~ "'-. 

Beam spot size (working area) (1/e)2 

Type 
Wavelength 
Laser power (initial) 

Calibrated working area 
Step size (min) 
Spot location repeatability 
Drawing speed (max) 

Vertical travel 
Vertical accuracy 

Part/platform size (max) 

Part weight allowed (max) 
Vat capacity 

Recoater blade speed (min/max) 

Layer thickness (min) 

Surface positional accuracy 
Surface positional repeatability 

8028S processor, 10 MHz 
80287 math coprocessor 
Monochrome graphic display 

0.01S inlO.38 mm (max) 

Helium Cadmium 
32Snm 
10 -1S mW 

10 in X 10 inl2S4 mm x 254 mm 
0.0003 in/0.008 mm 
±C.C025 in/O.OS mm 
15.0 inch/sec / 381 mrnlsec 

14.0 in/3SS mm 
±C.C02S inch/O.OS mm 

10 in x 10 in x 10 in 
254 mm x 254 mm x 2S4 mm 
20 Ibs/9.1 kg 
7.8 gallons/29.S liters 

0.38 in/sec, 11.0 inlsec 
9 mm/sec, 279 mm/sec 
O.OOS inlO.13 mm 

±C.COl inlO.03 mm 
±C.C01 inlO.03 mm 

40 MB hard disk 
Floppy disk drive, S.2S", 1.2 MB 
LAN interface 

Proprietary software which monitors and controls the part building process 

8038S processor 
Floppy disk drive, S.2S·, 1.2 MB 
Ethernet interface 

70 MB hard disk 
Monochrome display 

Proprietary software which cross sections formatted three-dimensional data 
UNIX Operating System 

Operating temperature 

Laboratory conditions 

SO°F - 79°F, ±1.8°F per hour 
10°C - 26°C, ±1°C per hour 

SAFETY 

Process Chamber 
Enclosed, with air recirculati -
and charcoal filter 

Laser shields and interlocks 
conform to Federal Perlor
'mance Standard CFR21, Sub
chapter J. 

SLA-2SO meets all CDRH re
quirements for a Class I Laser 
product in normal operation, 
Class IIlb during field service. 

DOCUMENTA110N 

SLA-2S0 User Reference 
Manual and Quick User Guide 

OVERALL DIMENSIONS 

Width, 49 inl1.24 m 
Height, 65 inl1.SS m 
Depth, 37 inl.94 m 

SHIPPING DIMENSIONS 

Uncrated 
Width, 49 inl1.24 m 
Height, 64.S in/l.64 m 
Depth, 27 inl.S9 m 

Shipping weight. (approx) ~ 
SSO Ib/29S kg 

POWER 
REQUIREMENTS 

11SVAC ± 10%, SOHz, 15A 
or 220VAC ±10%, SOHz, 8A 
or 100VAC ±10%, SO/SOHz, 1SA 

Ethernet i. a trademarl< of XIIrOK Cor· 

poration. UNIX is registered trademari< 

of AT&T. 

Note: Specifications subjec 
change without notice. 700Ch. 
3/89 --
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SLA-110/250 

Slice 
Resolution 

3D SystemI, Inc. 

Secllon 4 - Part Prepaldon 

SLA-190 and 250 Users 

Slice resolution converts .STL rues from CAD space to Slice space by 
specifying the number of Slice units contained in each CAD unit. . 

Slice Resolution - number of Slice units per CAD unit \ &., ~ ~" ::; <-{ / ,: I ~' ~) 

Slice units define an integer coordinate system within the Slice program. 
fol'll1iDc a threc-dimeDSioDal grid, which is used to map an object from 
CAD space into Slice space. 

Once sliced, the data is intemally represented and manipulated in 
Slice units. Therefore. the object's geometry mUSl be mapped to fit within 
the Slice space. Sec figure 4-2. 

The maximum number of Slice units is 65.53S. The largest X. Y, or Z 
coordinate of the CAD model determiDc:a the muimum acccplablc value for 
Slice resolution. IncreasiDs the Slice resolution will inaease the fineneu 01 
the slice grid, improving the approximation of the object. 

The highest Slice resolution can be calodated by dMding 65,000 by the 
largest coordinate value (X. Y, or Z) of the CAD model. In most casa. thia 
value will not exceed 400 for millimeter partS or 10,000 for inch parts. Valid 
Slice resolutions ranges from 40 to 400 Slice UDita to the milJjmeter and Un) 
to 10,000 Slice units to the inch. 

All files comprising a single part (all support and object files beloqiq to a 
part) mUSl be sliced with the same resolution. 

• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • 

• • • • 

-I 1- SlIceTrtarge 

Slice Unit CAD Triangle 

Figure 4-2. Slice ReaoIution 



Sectton 4 • Part Pref!!l!!!on 

Layer 
Thickness 

SlA-1101250 

Layer thickness is a Slice parameter that allows usen to specify the distance 
between vertica1layers. This determines the vertical resolution and accuracy 
of the part which is limited to one layer thickness. Layer thickness directly 
effects the degree of "stair-stepping" when sloping (near Oat) surfaces are 
approximated with horizontal and vertical surfaces. See figure ~3. 

Stalr-stepp6ng 

Slice Axil 

Figure 4-3. Stair-stepping Example. 

Layer tbiclau:sa also determiaes the height of each step. Decreasing the layer 
thickness ill near Oat regions results in a smoother surface, since the beigbl of 
each step is reduced.. 

Thinner layers improve accuracy and the amount of detail in the vertical 
directicm. ~, much more data is created. Thicker layers can be used to 
strengtbcD parts, howe\'er, the laser must trace at a slO\Wr rate. 

Layer thickDesa may be fixed for an entire file (aU layers assigned the $&IDe 

layer tbic:kDesa) or varied (groups of layers having different layer tbickDcsa). 

30 SpIeIM. Inc. 
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SLA-1101250 

Data Representation 

Triangle. 

3D Sf8I8n1e, Inc. 

The StercoLithograpby surfaces or solids are represented by triangles The 
cooversioa from the CAD reprcacawioD to t:riaDglea is made by a proc:eu 
called tessclWioa, wbidlllWbcmatically dMda surfacea iDlo pIaaar facets 
or triangles 

Many CAD and solid modeliDg systems represent surfaces of parts as faceu 
for graphic display. lnanglea, thc simplest polygoa, can closely apprcnimetc 
all surfaces. A reerangle CUl be rcpreaeDted by two triangles. whilc c:uned 
swfac:cs can be closely approximated usiag a large number of triangles. 

Flat 

Near Fiat 

Figure 4-4. Triangle Classification 

Thc software de6aea three types of triangles' Oat. near flat, and steep. Sec 
figure 4-4. Based OD the orieatatioa of the CAD model, these tria.agIe 
catcgories dctcrmiae bow the vecton arc gcncrated to rcprcacDt the surfac:a 
needed to build the put. 



Minimum 
Surface Angle 

SLA-110125O 

StereoLithography file triaDglcs that are inclined at III uagIe between the 
specified Minimum Surface Angle (MSA) aDd horizoatal (0 degrees) are 
classified as near flat. For these triangles, the Slice program places skiD fill 
vectors inboard of the boundary vectors defined by these Dear flat triaD", 
See figure 4-5 below where 0 represeDts the angle of the part. 

Rat 

MSAses~ 

----........ --...... ----+ Rat 

Figure 4-5. MSA Definition 

WheD a boundary vector overlaps the boundary vector of the layer direc:dy 
below it, DO skiD fills are required at that point to seal in the uncured reaia 
within the part. The width of the cured boundary vector is determined by the 
actua.llaser beam diameter IIld the cure depth. 

The Slice program determines the angle betweea boundary vectors aDd 
checks the MSA seni.Dg to determiDe if near flat skiD fills are required. If the 
boundary vectors are ovellappiD& the MSA should be set at III angle leu 
than the angle of the triaDgle. MSA Example 1. flgUfC 4-6, shows overlappiq 
boundary vectors Do( Deeding skin fill, wheD the MSA is set at less tbaa !AJ'. 
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------- ------------

Figure 4-6. MSA Example 1 

30 SysteIM, Inc. 
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Section 4 • Part Prepamion 

If the MSA is set at a lesser aqle than recommended for a given layer 
thickness, skiD fills are DOt geaeraled for some areas that might require the 
fills. The fills are required to avoid resin from draiDing. MSA Example 2, 
figure 4-7, shows that no skiD fill is generated for layers at a 4I.fl angle wbeD 
the MSA is set to less than 4f.f. 

LAyw 
Thlc:tr"... )

----------------

---------- ----------------~ o..n:u,. 
---- ---- ----------------~ 

\ 
Orainege withOut Skin Fina 

Figure 4-7. MSA Example 2 

If the MSA is set greater thaD the recommended value for a given layu 
thickness, it causes Sliciaa to geaerate more skiD till vectors than necessary, 
ina-easing the nIII time and filo size. MSA Example 3, figure ~ shows skiD 
fill Yectors being geacrated that are not needed when the MSA is set 
abcM4(fl. 

\ \ \ No_ 
Figure 4-8. MSA Example 3 
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Vectors Vectors are very small IiDea that are traced by the laser to create the pLude 
part. When tri.angIes are sliced, three ~of vecton are aeated to de6Dc 
the surface boundaries and iDternal structure OD a layer-by-layer basis: layer 
borders. aoss hatches and skiD fill vectors. See figurc 4-9. 

lJlyer Borden These vectors define vertical surface boundaries (walls). 

Cross Hitch These vcctors form an intcrnal grid structure aeated to streagtben walls and 
maintain structural intcgrity, wbile cnuapping liquid in the area between 
layer borders. The spac:iag between aou batc:bes and the hatch direc:tioaa 
arc user-dcfined. WhcD building a part using the WEAVE"" technique. the 
spacing betweCD hatch vectors is only sligbdy greatcr thaD a cured lincwiddL 

Skin Fill These vectors definc borizontal (top and bottom) surfaces. They arc a series 
of closely spaced parallel vectors that form a skin whcn drawn by thc laser. 

vector Blocu 

Figure .... 9. 7YPes 01 Vectors 

Slice aeatcs vector blocks for a variety of two cDd-poial vectors. The b&ock 
identifiers foUow the DUlelDOaiC rule: 

rant charactcr set 
Secoad character 
Last character 

---
~oftriugle 
~ofsurface 
~ofvector 

3DSy ..... lnc. 
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,~-tL~ tl~- ,j l' 
Mnemonic DHCrIption 

Beam Width 
Compensation 

3D Syst ....... nc. 

LB 
LH 
FUB 
FUF 
FDB 
FDF 
NFUB 
NFUF 
NFDB 
NFDH 
NFDF 

Layer .border 
Layer batch 
Flat up border 
flat up skin fill 
flat down border 
flat down skin fill 
Near Oat up-skin border 
Near flat up-skin fill 
Near flat down-skin border 
Near flat down-skin hatch 
Near Oat down-skin fill 

Section 4 - Part Preparation 

The block identifiers include a numeral after the mnemonic to identify the 
merge set to which the vectors belong. Refer to page 4-39 for a definition of 
the term "merge set". 

EXAMPLE: FUF2 

Slice software uses an enhanced line width compeusation (Beam Camp.) 
algorithm to improve part acauacy. 

This option is used to adjust the border vectors inward (away from the 
surface normal). The WstIlDCC the border vectors should be adjusted iDwud 
is equal to half the width of the cureclliDe sepICIIL A line width of .010 ill 
(typical for a cure depth of 0.016 ill) will haw I -cure of .005 in. As cure 
depth increases, line width increases due to additioDal exposure. 

Figure 4-10. 88l1Jn Width C~ Example 

EXAMPLE 1: 

All inch part with a beam compeDSllioa value of .006 .. mO\'eS the border 
vectors inward toward the solid volume of the part, in the XY plane by 
0.006 in. 

The simple cross section in figure 4-10 above shows how a bole, or interior 
border vectors, and the exterior border vectors are treated The batch 
vectors are automatically adjusted accordingly. 



Section 4 - Part Preparation 

Data Structure 

4-10 

SLA-110/250 

EXAMPLE 2: 

A metric part (mID) with a beam CODlpeuptiOD value of 0.15 DUD IDOYeS the 
border vectors inward by 0.15 mID. 

Note 

Due to axrra processing, SlIce takes longer 
when using the bNm compensation option. 

Alter slicing Is completed • • warning message Indicates 
that. numbet' of bytes of memory have not been freed. 
The user need nat wony about",. danger of exceeding 

memOtY requ/,.",.",., howawtr, since slicing results in only • 
small amount of untreed tnemOIY with both 

small and large patt:I. 

Memoty used during slicing is freed aItw 
the Slice program Is exited .. 

After the .sn. files have beeD sliced to c:reale the Slice (.sU) files. the Slice 
files are merged to create the four part buildiD& data files: .PRM •. V. .R. aad 
.L. These are the actual files used by Build to produce the StereoLithograpby 
part. 

F"tgure 4-11 on the followiDg page gives aD overview of the basic part buildiDa 
data structure. 

3D S,,-.... Inc. 

-

-, 
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-
Resolution PURPOSE: -

TYPE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

USE: 

EXAMPLE: 

-
-

3D Spteme, Inc. 

Section 4 - Part Preparation 

Specifies the Slice resolution. 
. 

1 (enID' key) to choose Resolution. 

Enter resolutloa value: 

n (enter key) where n specifics the Slice resolution 
(number of Slice units per CAD unit). 

Divides CAD space into smaller Slice units aeating a 
three-dimensional grid. 

Using a Slice resolution of SOOO for a CAD model defined 
in inches, divides each inch of the part into SOOO Slice 
units, so that each Slice unit equals O.1XXl2 inches. 

Note 

A rounded numbIN reoIutlon value (n), such as 
100, 200. or SOOO, Is usually chosen. 

The default value Is 5000 for inch pans 
and 200 for millimeter pans. 

The range for Inch pans Is 1000 to 10000 
and 40 to 400 for millimeter parts. 

Use the highest value possible, but check that 
the maximum cOOldlnatfJ value d the CAD modal 

(.STL triangle V8Ifalc In the X, Y,or Z plana) 
multiplied by the resolution is less 

than or equal to 65535. 

Do not offset any file so that Its muimum 
__ multiplied by the Slice resolution, Is 

greater than the 6M35llmit. 

Slice resolution must be the same for 
all marged partS. 

4-15 
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Layer Thlckn_ 

FIx" 

4-11 

PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

EXAMPLE: 

SlA-liO/250 

Defines the vertical distance betweeD Ia~rs, in CAD UDits. 

3 (elllU kIy) to choose i.a~r Thickness. 

FIxed or \Viable Layer 1blckDess (F, V or X)? 

lrt v, or x] (enlel' kIy) 

1yPe 0.01 (enter kIy) to design a part to be built with 
layers 0.01 in thick. 

Note 

Variable layer thickness aJ/O"ft seta of/ayers (In vertical ranges) 
to be created with different layer thlcknesaes. 

Thinner layers are commonly used to minimize 
the stair-step effect on sloping surfaces and Improve accuntcy 

of critical V8ltlcaJ dimensions and details. 

ThlckerlayetS ant used to strengthen unsuppotted regions, 
produce stronger, mora rigid Iayws, 

PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

or d8Ct'88. part building time. 

Specifies the value of the Ia~r thickness, which will be the 
same throupout the height of the part. 

r (enID'lcq) to set Faxed La~r Thickaess. 

FIxed Layer 1b1clmeu Value? 

D (enID' kIy) where • is the Ia~r thickness value. eatered 
inCADuaiu. 

~ values raage from 0.50 to 0.125 DUD (O.OOS to 
O.02OiD). 

'Jh?e 1bldmell 

Fme 0.125 IIlIIl (O.OOS in) 

Medium 0.2S IIlIIl (0.010 ill) 

Coarse 0.50 IIlIIl (0.020 ill) 

3D Sy--.anc. 
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- Variable 

-

3D S,...,.., Inc. 

Section 4 • Part PrepamJon 

PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

PROMPT: 

Specifies the layer thickness that varies throughout the 
part, and assigns the values and the vertical height that 
take effect in a Variable Layer Thickness Table. 

v (entukey) to set Variable Layer Thickness. 

COlllllWld (Add [Ievel1 (spacebar) [thlckDessl. 
Delete [levell. Save. eXit. Help)? 

EXAMPLE: To have a layer thickness of .010 in from the bottom of an 
object to 2 inches in CAD space. and a thickness of .005 in 
to the top of the object. rype: 

aO (spacebar) .010 (entukey). The zero defaults to the 
bottom of the part. 

al (sp«ebar) . 005 (enter key). This thickness remains 
unchaDged through to the completion of the part. 

Incorporating different layer thicknesses in a part is useful for isolating 
detailed regions. Use the foUowing guidelines when slicing one .sTL rue with 
more than one layer thickness. 

1. First break point (level) must be zero. 

2 At each break point. the larger layer thickness 
must be evenly divisible by the smaller. 

3. All break points must be a multiple of the coarsest 
layer thickness at that poinL 

4. All layer tbickDesscs in a Z level must be evenly 
divisible by the sm a l1cSI layer thickness there. 

s. If using a scale factor in Slice (Alter option 1), 
multiply all break points by the scale factor. 

4-17 
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Add PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

4-1. 

SLA-1801250 

AddS aD entry to the Variable Layer Thickness Table to 
specify a vertical heigbt.and corresponding layer thicbcsa. 

a [level) (spacebar) [thlckDesl) (enttrkey) 
where level is the Z level value that starts in or below the 
part and thickness is the layer thickness starting at that 
level. Specifiying a level below the bottom of the part 
causes the specified thickness to start at the bottom or 
first layer of the part. 

lYPical values range from 0.125 to 0.50 mm (0.005 to 
0.020 in). 

1YPe ThlckDesa 

Fme O.125mm (0.005 in) 

Medium O.2Smm (0.010 in) 

Coarse O.50mm (0.020 in) 

Note 

A thlcJcnesa of zero causes the prompt to repeat. 

There are no default variable Iayw thlcknesa values. 

Save must be executed at this point to retain 
the variable layer thlckne .... information. 

Slicing continues at the specified spacing 
until another layer thickne .... is defirHKJ, 

or the top of the pan Is reached. 

The user must specify a minimum 01 two entries 
to produce variable slicing 01 an object. 

3DS,.......1nc. 

-
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-
Delete PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

Slye 
PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

- USE: 

Exit PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

-

3DSyst ..... lnc. 

Section 4 • Plrt Preplratton 

Removes an entry from the Variable Layer Thickness 
Table. 

d [Iewl] (enter key) where level is the Z level value and 
corresponding layer thickness to be removed. 

Note 

If Input level does not match an existing Jevel, an 
error message is displayed. If no level Is input, 

the previously added level Is deleted. 

Saves the Variable Layer Thickness Table. 

s (enter key) to save the Variable Layer Thickness Table. 

Writes tbe Variable Layer Thickness Table into memory 
and returns to the Alter Menu. 

Note 

Updates table In memoty, but does 
not permanently save it on disk. 

Exits the Variable Layer Thickness Table. 

x (enter key) to exit the Variable Layer Thickness Table. 

Note 

Retums user to the Alter Menu without saving the 
Variable Layer Thickness Table in memoIy, or to 
disk, unless the Save comand (above) was used. 

4-1' 
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Help PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

X Hatch Spacing PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

SLA-110125O 

Displays a belp messagc for the Variable Layer 'I'hicbIraa 
Table options. 

h (miD' Icey) to acc:ess Help. 

Specifies the distance betweell cross hatch veclon drawa 
parallel to the X axis. 

4 (enur Icey) to set X balch spac:iq. 

Ellter X hatch .J*iaI ftI_ (JIll): 

lis (enler Icey) where lis is the distaaa:., ill CAD WIita, 
betweell cross batches draWll parallel to the X axis. 

The range of values for Ia are from 0.0 to 13.0 !DIll 

(0.0 to 005 in). 

Note 

Inputting a zero ganeratM no X CI'O&I hatch. 
The default Is 0.28 mm (0.011 In). 

Negative numbers are int8lpl8ted as positive. 

Use zero toT web supports, slnee web suppotfS 
designed as two back-tcWlack, verticIIJ sudaces 

do not need ClOSS hatches:. 

A combination of X and Y cross hatch totrn. 
a rectangular grid tot MAW"'. 

Use X and 801120 ClOSS hatches 
to CtNte a structure of equilateral triangles. 

3DS,.....,anc. 
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-
Y Hatch Spacing PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

--

-. 

3D Sptem8, Inc. 

Section 4 - Part Prep!ratJon 

Specifies the distance betweeD cross hatch vecton drawa 
parallel to the Y axis. 

5 (enter key) to set Y batch spacing. 

Eater Y batch lpadDa value (by): 

by (enter key) where by is the distance, eDtered in CAD 
units. betweea cross batches drawn parallel to the Y axis. 

The raagc for by is 0.0 to 13.0 DUD (0.0 to 0.5 in). 

Note 

Inputting a zero generates no Y cross hatch. 
71HJ default Is 0.28 mm (0.011 In). 

Negative numbers are interpreted as positive. 

Use zero for web SUppotf3, since web suppott:I 
dealgned as two back-to-back, vettlClIJ SUtfacea 

do not need ClOSS hatches. 

A combination of X and Y ClOSS hatch forms 
a rectangular grid foI WEAVE-. 

4-21 
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60/120 Degree Angle 
Hatch Spacing 

SlA-1101250 

. 
PURPOSE: specifies the distance bctMe1l paralld aoss balch ~ors 

drawn at 60 and 120 degrees from the X am. 
TYPE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

6 (enur key) to set 60/120 degree balch spacing. 

Eater. value lor 60 to 110 deane aqIe batcb I~ 

D (enur key) where D is the distance, entered in CAD 
units bcnveen aoss balches drawn at (Jf and 12(f from 
theXuiL 

The range of values for n is 0.0 to 13.0 millimeters 
(0.0 to 0.5 in). lYPical aqIe balch spacing values are 
0.6 to 2mm (0.009 to O.07S in). 

Note 

WEAVE- snd STAR-WEAVE- ant the recommended 
build stytes 10 achifN8 the most accurate parra 

and the best part finish. 

Inputting a Z8fO genet'8tes no 601120 croa hatch, 
snd Is the default" no value is entered. 

Negative numbefs are Interpreted as positive. 

Use Z8IO tor web supports. since web supports 
designed as two back-to-back, vertical surfaces 

do not need cross hatches. 

Use X and 601120 cross hatches 
to Cl'8lte a SlTUCture of equilateral triangles. 

3OS~1nc. 

-
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X Skin Fill Spacing PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

--

--

3D SystemI, Inc. 

Section 4 - Part Pref!ll'!!lon 

Specifies the distance between skin fill vecton draWil 
parallel to the X axis. 

7 (enID' key) to set X skin fill spacing. 

Enter X slda nn sp8Ciaa Yalue (bfx): 

bfx (enler key) where bfx is the distaDCC in CAD units. 

lYPica1 fill spacing values are 0.076 to 0.127 mID 

(0.003 to 0.005 in). 

Note 

Inputting a zero generates no skin vectors. 

Negative numbers are interpf8t8d as positive. 

Do not use both X and Y fill at the same time 
or deformation 01 surfaces may occur. 

Use zero for supporrs. 

Specify the skin fill along the axis that Is 
most practical for the geometry of the pan. 
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Y Skin Fill Spacing PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

4-24 

SlA-110125O 

Specifies the diswlcc betweea skiD fill vectors draWll 
parallel to the Y axis. 

8 (UItU Uy) to set Y skiD fall. 

Eater Y SIdD nu spKiaa value (bty): 

bfy (entu Uy) where bfy is the distaace in CAD uaiu. 

lYPica1 fill spaciag values are 0.076 to 0.127 mID 

(0.003 to O.OOS in). 

Nota 

InputlJng a zero generates no skin vectors, 
and Is the default If no value is entered. 

Do not use both X and Y fill at the same time 
or deformation of surfaces may occur. 

Use zero for supportS. 

Specily the skin "" along the aJda that Is 
most practical for the geomet1y of the pan. 

3D SytIaI-. Inc. 
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Minimum Surface 
Angle for 
Scanned Facets 

3D Syst • ...., Inc. 

PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

Section 4 - Plrt Prepamlon 

Specifies the angle at which horizontal skiDs are aeated 
to fill gaps between vertical walls. 

9 (enter key) to set minimum surface angle for scanned 
facets. 

Enter a Minimum Surface Angle value (MSA): 

n (enter key) where D is the recommended MSA value in 
degrees. 

The correct MSA depends on the layer thickness 
specified. 

The following table provides the recommended values. 

Layer Thickness MSA 

mm in degren 
O.US 0.005 40 
0.2S 0.010 SO 
0375 0.015 55 
0.50 0.020 60 

Not. 

Use zero for supports. 

The system accepts values of (/J to 900. 
If no value Is entered, the default is 50°. 

Negative values are interpreted as positive. 
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Staggered Hatch 

Alternate Sequencing 

Retracted Hatch 

Slice Output 
File Name 

PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

PURPOSE: 

TYPE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

SLA-1SH)/250 

To reduce internal stress that accumulates duriDg the 
Build process. 

10 (emukey) to toggle OD and off. 

To normalize stress directions by using a composite 
layering technique. 

11 (Oller key) to toggle OD and off. 

To reduce internal stress by retrac:ti.ng the end point of 
each vector 50 that is does DOl boad with the border 
vector. 

U (entB key) to toggle on and off. 

Specifies the name for the Slice file (.5U) output. 

13 (entB key) to set Slice output file name. 

Ealer.., slice output rue aa-= 

[nit .... ) (entB key) to enter a Slic:c file name. 

Note 

File name should be eight chatact8tS or leu. 

The default file name is the SIIJntI 
as the .STL file name. 

Enter file name prefix only; the .SU extension 
is assumed. 

The output .SU file Is .. binIIIY file. 

3D SyateI'M. lnc. 
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SLA-190/250 

- Slice Resolution PURPOSE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

USE: 

EXAMPLE: 

-

3D Systems, Inc. 

Section 4 - Pitt Prepanrtion 

Specifies the slice resolutioa. 

Slice RaGlUllOD 40 to ..00 IIlil11meten (1000 to 
10000 lDcba) CAD uaits 

D (entD'u,)'where D specifies the Slice resolutioa 
(number of Slice units per CAD unit). 

Divides CAD space into smaller Slice units aeatiDg a 
three-dimeasional grid. 

U sing a Slice resolutioD of SOOO for a CAD model defiDed 
in iDcbea divides each inch of the part into SOOO Slice 
units, so that each Slice unit equals 0.0002 inches. 

Nole 

A rounded number resolution value (n), such as 
100, 200, or 5000, is usually chosen. 

The default value is 200 for mill/meter pans 
and 5000 for inch pans. 

The range for Inch pans is 40 to 400 for millimeter 
parra and 1000 to 10000. 

Use the highest value possible, but check that 
the mtlJdmum coorr:llnata value d the CAD model 

(S'n triangle venax In the X, Y, or Z plane) 
multiplied by the resolution Is less than 

or equal to 65535. 

Do not offset II1Y file so that Its maximum extent. 
multiplied by the Slice resolution, is greater than 

the 85535 limit. 

Slice resolution must be the same for 
all merged parts. 

W7 



Lay. Thlcknea 

Lay. Thlcknea: fixed 

SLA-110125O 

PURPOSE: Defiaes the vertical distance betwee1llayers, in CAD 1IIIits. 
. 

PROMPT: La)'el' 1'b.IckDa. caD be fixed or Variable; ale s ..... r 
totoale 

TYPE: (spacelHlr) to toggle. 

Note 

VariabM layer thlclcneaa allows sets of layers (In venic* 
ranges) to be cratIt8d wfth different layer thlcJcnesaes. 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

Thinner Ia).wa ant commonly UNd to minima. the 
stair-step etrect on sloping surl'llces and Improve 

accuracy of crItJcaJ vertIc.J dimensions and details.. 

Thicker layers ant used to strengthen unsupponed 
regions. produce stronger; more rigid /ayIn, 

01' decrease pan building time. 

La)'el' 'I'hIckDeI. 0.G635 to 0.50 IDIIII ........ (O.ems Ie 
omo lacbe8) 

D (enter Icq) where D is the layer thic:kness value. catered 
in CAD uairs. 

~ical values rage from 0.12S to 0.50 IDJD (O.OOS to 
0.020 in). 

rUle 
Medium 
Coarse 

Thickness 

0.12S DUB (O.OOS in) 
0.25 DUB (0.010 in) 
0.50 DUB (0.020 in) 

3D SyateIM. Inc. 
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3D S,...., Inc. 

PURPOSE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

EXAMPLE: 

Specifies the Ia)'el' th,iclmeu that varies throughout the 
part, and assigDs the valua aDd the ~rtic:al height that 
take effect in a VariablC Layer ThickDeu Table. 

Eater Start Layer .. CAD UDita 

a (enter Icey) where a is 0 for the first break poiDl. 

Eater Layer 11a1dcael, .. CAD UDita 

a (enterlcey) where. is the first layer thickDeaa ill CAD 
uaitL The ruse is 0.063S to 0.50 !DID (0.002S to 0.0'2.0 ill). 

Ealer Start Layer" CAD aaltt 

• (".,.IuIy) where. is the break poiDt ill CAD UDita for 
the ~nninl of the am layer tbickDcu 

Ealer Layer tb.Ic:bett .. CAD alII 

a (enter Icey) where. is the Dell layer tbiek:acaa in CAD 
uaitL The raDF is 0.063S to 0.50 !DID (0.002S to 0.O'2D ill). 

1b ba~ a layer tJUdmcu of .010 ill &om the bottom ol_ 
object to 2 inc:bea ill CAD 'pace. and a thicbcu of .005 ill 
to the top of the object. type: 

o (DlUrUy) .010 (Dlll/rUy). The zero defaults to the 
bottom of the pan. 

1 (enterUy).OO5 ("",Uy). This thiclc:aeu remaiDa 
uncbanged tbrouab to the c:ompIetioIl of the part. 

Inc:orporatiDa diffcreDllayer tbick:aeuea ill a part is useful for isolaliaa 
detailed regioaL Use the foUowiq p.idc1jnea wbea sliciDa ODe .sn file willa 
more thaD ODe layer tbiclrneat 

1. Fant break poiDI (level) mUll be zero. 

2. AI each break poiDt. the Iarpr layer tbiclmesa 
must be C\'eIIly divisible by the smaller. 

3. All break poiDta mUll be a multiple of the coanat 
layer tbH=kneu at thai poiDL 

4. All layer tbickDcslel ill a Z level mUll be ~ 
dMsibIe by the 'mallallayer tbicbeu there. 

S. If usi.ag a scale factor ill Slice (Alter opcioD #1), 
multiply aU break poiDta by the scale factor. 
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X Hatch Spacing 

Note 

A thickness of zero causes a prompt with the 
available range to display. 

SLA-1801250 

There are no default I18riabielayer thickness I18/ues. 

PURPOSE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

Slicing continues at the specified spacing 
until anolher layet' thickness Is defined, 

or the top of rtNJ ptUt Is reached. 

The user must specify a min/nun of two entries 
to produce l18riabie slicing of an object. 

Specifies the diu'nce between the cross batch vec:lon 
drawa parallel to the X axis. 

X Hatda S .... 0.025 to 25.0 miUlmeten (0.001 to 
1.0 lacbeI). 0 to disable 

D (enter key) where a specifiea the X Hatch Spac:iq. 

Note 

Inputting a zero genetatea no X croa harch. 
The dellult I. 0.28 mm (0.011 In). 

Use zero for web ~ since web supportS 
designed •• two blcJc~ V8ttIcaJ SUlfaces 

do not need Ct'tJSS IJIJtche& 

A combination of X and Y ClOSS hatch forms 
a rectangular grid for WEAVE-. 

3DS,.......anc. 
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Y Hatch Spacing 

60/120 Oegne 
Hatch Spacing 

3D SyMemI, Inc. 

PURPOSE: 

PROMPT. 

TYPE: 

PURPOSE: 

PROMPT. 

TYPE: 

Section 4 - Part Pr!par!tIon 

Specifies the distlllCe benueeD adjaceat cross hatch 
vectors, drawa parallel to the Y axis. . 
Y H.teIa Spadac 0.025 to 25.0 millimeters (0.001 to 
1.0 lac:bel). 0 to disable 

D (werkey)wbere D spec:ifica the Y Hatch SpaciDg. 

Note 

InputtJng • zero genetltes no Y cross hatch, 
and Is the default /I no value Is entered. 

Use zero for W8b ~ since web supporta 
designed as two back-lO-blck, vettIcaJ sudaces 

do not IHMKI ClOSS hatches:. 

A combination of X and Y ClOSS hatch fotms 
a rectangular grid lot WEAve-; 

Specifies the diuaDCC betMCD parallel cross hatch YeCIGrI 

drawa at 60 aDd 120 degrees from the X uia. 

60(120 Dear- Hatda S .... 0.025 to 25.o...u1llDllln. 
(.001 to 1.0 1DcbeI),0 to cUuble 

D (tIIID' key) where _ is the distaac:e" catered iD CAD 
UDica, betwecD CI'OII batcba drawa at (Ij' aad JjJjJ &0. 
the X uia. 

Note: 

Inputting. zero genetlteS no 60/120 ClOSS hatches. 

Usa zero lot W8b suppotts, since"" ~ 
designed as two back-to-back, V8ttIcaI sudaces 

do not need ClOSS hatche&. 

UN of X and 601120 ClOD haIcha· 
to create a strudUt8 at equilateral trIanQIu. 
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X Skin Flil Spacing PURPOSE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

Y Skin Fill Spacing PURPOSE: 

PROMPT. 

TYPE: 

SLA-110/250 

S pec:ifies the distaDcc between skin fill vectors. dravm 
parallel to the X axis. • 

X Skla FlU Spadaa 0.0%5 to 0.l5 IDiUlmeten 
(0.001 to O.o1Iacbes), 0 to dlsable 

a (enter key) where a spcc:iflCS X Skin Fill Spacing. 

Note 

Inputting a zero generates no skin vectors. 

TypICIJI fill spacing values are 
0.076 to 0.127 mm (0.003 to O.OOSln). 

Do not use both X and Y fm at the same time 
or defOlmlllJon of surlaces may occur. 

Use zero for supports. 

Specify the skin fill along the axis that Is 
most practical for the geometry of the pan. 

Specifics the distanc:c between skin vectors, drawa 
parallel to the Y axiL 

Y Skla Fill Spadaa 0.0%5 to 0.l5 IDiUlmeten (0.001 to 
O.o1Iacba),0 to DIsable 

a (enter key) where a specifics Y Skin Fill Spac:i.q. 

Note 

Inputting a zero generates no skin WtCtoI'S, 
and Is the default If no value Is enterfId. 

TypIcal fill spacing values are 
0.078 to 0.127 mm (0.003 to 0.005 In). 

00 not use both X and Y fill at the same time 
as deformation of surfaces may occur. 

Use zero for supportS. 

Specify the skin fill along the axis that Is 
most practical for the geometly 01 the pan. 

3D Syst8me, Inc. 
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-
Minimum Swface Angle 

-
S .. m Compenullon 

-
-

3D 5,...., 1110. 

PURPOSE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

PURPOSE: 

PROMPT. 

TYPE: 

Specifies the aagle at which horizoalal skiDs are created 
to fill gaps between vertjcal walls. 

MiDi ...... Surfac:e AqIe 0 to 90 d .... 

D (enID' Uy) where D specifies Miaimum Surface AD&Ic. 

The correct MSA depends on the layer thiclalesa 
specified. 

The followiDg table provides the recolDlDCDded vUuca. 

La~r Thickness MSA 
mm ia degrcca 

0.12.S 0.005 40 
0.25 0.010 SO 
0375 O.OlS S5 
O.so 0.020 60 

Note 

Use zero for supporta. 

The system accepts values 01 (/J to 9ff. 
If no value Is ent8t8d. the default Is SOO. 

To adjust the border v=on iawud (away from tho 
surface aonaal). The disc.ace the border vecton should 
be adjusted iaward is equal to half the width of the cured 
line sqmellL Refer to papa 4-9 aad 4-10. 

.... C_,...doII o.ozs to 0.5 .1111 .... 

(0.001 to G.02IDd1a); 0 to disable 

D (enID'Uy) where D specifies Beam Compmutioa. 

Note 

Bellm compenaatlonmcw8S the bound ... towMta 
the solid vol,.". (J/ the ~ 

The ~ oIfset Is half (J/ the beflmd,.",.,.. 
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SllceAxIa PURPOSE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

Staggered Hatch PURPOSE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

An..".te Sequencing PURPOSE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

Retracted Hatch PURPOSE: 

PROMPT: 

TYPE: 

Specifies the axis to slice. 

Select Slice AxI. [7JY!XJ; sp.ce .... to toale 

( spacebQT) to toggle. 

Note 

It Is recommended that parts be oriented 
and sliced along the Z axis. 

SLA-110125O 

To reduce intemal stress that accumulates during the 
build proceas by drawiag ~ other layer of X and Y 
vecton offset a distaDc:e equal to half the batch spaciag. 
This meaDS that X aDd Y vecton from the secoDd layu 
will DO( be scaDDed directly 00 top of X aDd Y VectOR of 
the fltSllayer. 

Stqpred Hatcb: 0IfJet baldlllDe I'ftI'7 other Ia,w; 
spacebar to tOllle 

(spacebtJr) to toggle 00 and off. 

10 DOrmalize stress directions by using a composite 
layering technique. The order aDd directiOD in wbich the 
batch ~r are scaaaed is akenwed for each layu. 

Altenat.e SequeDCiDl: Alteraat.e X ead Y baldl ¥eCton 
ead pro .... doa dlncdoaa; spacebar to toaJe 

(spacebtJr) to togle OD and off. 

To reduce intemal stress by retractiq the eDd poial of 
each vector so that is does aO( bood with the border 
vector. Ooly the startiag point of the batch vecton bood 
to the border vecton. 

Retnct.ed Hatcb: AItada batda llae to 0DIy ODe border; 
spacebar to 'OllIe 
(spacebtJr) to togle OD and off. 

30 Spteme, Inc. 
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Overview 

Photopolymers 

Photopolymerlzatlon 
PrOCeS8 

Photolnltlatora 

Primary Radical. 

3DS,....,Inc. 

Section 5 - Setup and Build 

Setup and Build 

StereoLithograpby is made possible by a process called pbotopolymerizatioa 
in which a liquid resin is converted to a solid polymer upon exposure to 
ultraviolet light. The degree to which po1ymerization occurs, and thus the 
solidity of the material. is dependent on the totalligbt energy absorbed. 

The polymerization of resins is not a new tecbDolocY. It bas been used in 
such applications as ultraviolet iDks, coatings, varnishes, and printed circ:uiu 
for more than tweDly yean. HOW'e"Ier, the use of lasers as the ligbl energy 
source is a more recent innovation. 

The pbotopolymers used in StereoUtbograpby are composed of two basic 
materials. The first is a pbotoinitialor which absorbs the laser energy and 
forms reactive radical species, which initiate the polymeri%ation proccu. 
The pbotopo1ymers also comaio acrytic fuDaionalRed monomers and 
oligomen. wbicb polymerize upon expoawc to • free radical source. 

1btally UV-curable po1ymen do not appreciably polymerize when heated 
after being cured by the laser. but in the liquid form can polymerize 
UDCODUoUably wbeD 0Yerbeated. 

The precediDl dita.uioa of photopolymcrs. and the following discusUoIl of 
the photopolymcriDlioa proc:aa, provide oaIy a basic overview. Detailed 
infonaaboll on both topics CUI be foUDd in the foUowing reference: UY 
Cwin& VoIwna I Nil: Editor. S. Peter Pappas. Science and TcclmoiacY 
Marketing Corp .. Norwalk. Connecticut (1980). 

The sequeace of eveau ill the pbotopolymerization process are exp1aiacd in 
the foUowiDg ICdioa.. Sec fagure 5-1. 

PbotoiDitiator molecules (PI) absorb UV ligbt &om the laser and are 
COIl\'ated to aa exiled awe (the siDaIet Slate I PI_). This short-lived.1UcIl 
eDCll)' apec:iea quicldy re1ua to a lower energy exiled stale (the triplec stale 
lrl-). 

The excited lrl- m01ecula catalyze formation of one or more (generally 
one) species calJed primary radic:a1s (R), with the formatioa reaction aDd 
number dependent on the pbotoinitiator used. 
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Polymer Chain 

Solidification 

Influencing Facto ... 

SLA-110125O 

The primary radical reacts with aD acryiic monomer (M) to form a new 
radical species (RM). 11Us starts a cbaiD prOpagatiOD process (polymer
ization) in which the reactioD is repealed over and over apia to form a 
polymer chain. 

PHOTOINITlATORS 

M M 
R e~RM. ) RMM e-_---7 POLYMER 

Figure 5-1: PhotopOlyrnertatJon Process 

The polymer quickly inc:reaaea in molecular weight UDtiI it is evideDt u a 
solid. The reac:tioa quicldy stops if the light eaergy is removed wougb a 
variety of termiution mC('I"Dignl, The reaction will slow dowa aDd 
CWDtually stop as the available moDOlDCr coDceattatioa decreases in the 
exposed regions. The overa1I dimeasiou of the solid polymer, formed wbeD • 
UV laser is focused OD the surface of a photopolymer, are controUed by the 
inteasity of the laser beam and the period of exposure. A longer expoaure or 
inaeasecllaser energy increases the depth and width of the solidified rCJioa., 

A relatively small chaage in temperature CaD cause a large c:baap in tbe 
viscosity of the resin. Higher temperatures and reduced viscoIity resull in 
thiaaer liquid that seules faster during dipping and drains faster duriDI poll 
proceuiDg. However, biper temperatures also resuk in more "voida" or 
"dimples", inaeased sweIlia& and decreased greeD streagth. 

The best results are obtaiDcd by workiDa within the temperanare raap 
specified for. giveD resiD. ()xypIl in the air acts to inhibit the pholopol)'o 
merizatioa proc:csa by iateractiDg with the photoiaitiator aDd termiDali .. tbe 
chaia. The combiaatioa of these effecta aeates a .. thresboId" of minim_ 
exposure that is needed to support photopo1ymcrizatioa. 

3DS".....,1nc. 
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- Creating Solid Plastic 

Bullets 
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Cure Depth 

308,.......,1110. 

StctIon 5 - Setup .nc:t Build 

During the build process, a stationary UV laser beam, focused on the surface 
of the pbotopolymer, solidifies (cures) a small volume of liquid into the 
shape of a bullet. Sec fJ.gUrc 5-2. 

Thc intensity profile of the laser beam varies from point-ta-point with the 
maximum intensity being closest to the center of the beam. As the Iasct beam 
strikes the surface. a quantity of light is absorbed (polymerizing the liquid) 
wbile a portion is traDSmiucd to the liquid below it. Therefore, the 0Yenll 
dimensiona arc detcrmi.acd by bow much luer energy enters the liquid. nil 
quantity of laser energy is mOWD as exposure. 

Since the degree of polymerization is proportional to the amount of light 
absorbed, the surface area of the rcsiD is the most solid, and the area below 
the surface bardens in proportion to the amount of light energy absorbed. 

T 
CUREOEPTH 

I D D 0 

Figure 5-2. PlutJc Bullet Shapes 

The depth of the cured plastic increases u the CllpOIure of IigIu increuca 
and therefore varies across the width of the laser beam, since the beam crou 
sec:tioD is not UDiform as shown by the intensiry profile in figure 5-3 on the 
next page. Thus. the center of the beam cures to the greatest depth bccaUIC • 
is the area of highest intensiry. and the surroUlldiag area cure to lcsacr 
deptba. The maximum solid depth ~ (after luer expaIUfC) is Don 
as the cure depth. 

Stcrcolithography utilizca two IDClboda of defining cure depth values: 
oYercure and cure depth. OYercure is the amoUDt of cure applied OYer 01' 

under the layer thickacss Cure depth is aD absolute value and bas no direcI 
correIatioa to layer thickneu OYerCUl'el arc applied to border and baldI 
vecton wbic:h form the framework of the part and arc dependent on layer 
thickness. Cure depth values arc applied to skiD fill vectors only (flat aDd 
ncar flat facing up and down vecton). SkiD fills arc used to fill in flat 01' 

horizontal surfaces, not to bond layers of rcsiD together. thus layer thiclrna. 
is not utilized in cure depth calculations. 
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Step Periods 

Step Size 

Bonding and 
Overlap 
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Figure 5-3. Laser Beem Cross Section 

Bullets are tbe building blocks of StercoLithopapby. The ~rlap of 
successive bullets forms linea that ~lap to form surfac:ea. To form lines. the 
laser beam is moved in stepa or incrcmeatL After each step, the Iascr 
remains stationary for a giveD period of time. This time, plus the brief uaasil 
time required to IDCWe to the Dexllocatioa. is kDowD u the step period. A 
step period is measured in UDits of 10 microsccoads. 

In addition to varying the dimeaaions of the buUets.1arge step period valuca 
affect the shape of the bu.Ueu. 

Bullets ~rlap to form linea. The distaaa: the laser mcwes betweeD formiDa 
bullets is a parameter kDOWD u step size. If the step size is less thaD or equal 
to the maximum di.meter of the bullets (i.e., meaaured aa'osa the top of the 
bullet), the bullets ~rlap and a coDtinuous line is formed. 

1b adbere or boad the top layer with the previous ODe below it, the cure 
depth mUll be greater thaD the alice dUclmeu by • layer ~rlap or ~cure 
(actor. This additioDal cure depth is the ~cure amoUDt. See figure 5-4 oa 
the foUowiag pap. 

Layer-to-layer boDdiDg occurs wIleD the UV Iigbl of the laser, curing the 
curreDt layer, peDetralea dowD to the previous layer to form chemical boada 
betweeII the lower layer aad the Dewly formed top layer. 

Strong layer-lo-layer boDdiD& created by the required overlap, is Deeded to 
build strong pans. However, an cu:esaive overlap c:auscalayen to deform 
aDd curl 

3DS,.......Inc. 


